
ROLLOUT AND DEPLOYMENT SERVICES

The Rollout Delivery Team expedites deployment processes and guarantees 

measureable quality. Whether you are deploying technology to a few or a 

few thousand offices, we can help. Regardless of the type of equipment your 

enterprise rollout requires, our team has the experience and knowledge to 

deliver a state of the art solution.

We understand the nuances, planning, and detailed operational 

requirements necessary to deliver your technology rollout on time and within 

budget. We will take delays, extra expenses, and confusion out of your IT 

hardware or software solution by leveraging our technical team as a single 

source provider and a single point of contact.

INTEGRATION SERVICES

WEI provides your organization with complete project integration services: 

ordering and receiving equipment, inventory control, custom multi-vendor 

parts integration, asset management and tracking, and on-site deployment. 

WEI is there with the expertise and operational standards for turn-key 

enterprise integration.

SOFTWARE DEPLOYMENTS

WEI will assist with deploying new software anywhere in your enterprise. 

Whether it is workstations, servers, or data centers, our team can assist with 

your enterprise wide planning and deployment, including post sales training 

and educational services. WEI wants to help clients evolve their data
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ABOUT WEI

WEI is an innovative,  
full service, customer centric  
IT solutions provider.

Why WEI? Because we care. 
Because we go further. 
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centers to include adaptive and converged platforms that are also 

software-defined and managed. Subject matter experts at WEI will 

conduct Knowledge Transfer sessions at WEI’s Knowledge Transfer Center, 

or even at your facility, with the goal of streamlining the deployment 

process and decreasing time to market.

HARDWARE DEPLOYMENTS

WEI will deliver, install, deploy, and test your new IT hardware at any 

of your locations. Our on-site installation services include comprehensive 

racking, installation and cabling of servers, professional and organized 

wiring, disposal of all unneeded materials, and more. We provide the training 

needed for complete customer understanding of your new hardware solution. 

WEI is an equipment agnostic partner trained and certified across many 

platforms. Our team will manage your project beginning to end, assuring 

consistent results at predictable and consistent pricing. 

There are a lot of companies that can take today’s technology and 

create a great IT solution for you. We do more. We go further. WEI has 

the customer, vendor, and industry awards to prove it. We are a premier 

technology partner, who always puts customers first while providing the 

most innovative solutions for over 25 years.
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